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No Nonsense Muscle Building - Muscle Building Program

No Nonsense Muscle Building was developed by bodybuilding and fitness expert Vince Delmonte to help
himself go from a skinny 149 pounds to a rock solid 210 pound muscle building celebrity.

Jan. 14, 2010 - PRLog -- No Nonsense Muscle Building was developed by bodybuilding and fitness
expert Vince Delmonte to help himself go from a skinny 149 pounds to a rock solid 210 pound muscle
building celebrity.  

This muscle building program is a 52-week weight training routine which includes a 29 week beginner
program and a 29 week advanced plan for current bodybuilders.  Delmonte unveils the 9 fundamental laws
of human muscle growth and includes multiple diet plans that take into consideration the user's current
weight and fitness goals. 

Over 20,000 men in 200 countries can't go wrong. Vince DelMonte has empowered men to take control of
their skinny bodies with "No-Nonsense Muscle Building", a muscle building program that forces men
experienced with weight lifting to take a long, hard look at their inferior routines and instills hope into men
who've dreamed about their ideal body. Until now.

Click to Download No Nonsense Muscle Building Program
http://www.fattoloss.com/muscle-and-fitness/no-nonsense-muscle-building-review/

The reason why "No-Nonsense Muscle Building" is so good

In this "No-Nonsense Muscle Building" review, I'll talk about the characteristics that have enable
hardgainers - typically skinny men who have had no luck with building lean muscle - to finally achieve
measurable results, where they simply couldn't retain a pound of muscle for longer than a month. The first
thing is that it educates men.

Men are becoming increasingly aware that they have to raise their mental capacities and actually put in
some effort to learning something if they want some insane muscle gain. Gone are the days that you could
follow some fad muscle program and watch your body explode with muscle before your very eyes.
"No-Nonsense Muscle Building" has been reviewed by university academics who see it as even better than
their textbooks. If you read it thoroughly, you will learn. You won't ever have to rely on set exercise
routines that have no lasting result on your body, are seemingly impossible to sustain or cause injury to
your body without you knowing why. You will be able to customize your own exercise routines.

Click to Download No Nonsense Muscle Building Program
http://www.fattoloss.com/muscle-and-fitness/no-nonsense-m...

Men can do this by the exercises and meal plans recommended in this muscle building program. Vince
DelMonte bucks the trend with "No-Nonsense Muscle Building", not providing specific weights with his
exercises. He simply instructs men to do the exercise, following the sets, reps and rest periods for maximum
effect. However, it's up to men to work out for themselves what weight they are capable of lifting. This
purposeful proaction will make men more aware of the capabilities of their own body and set themselves up
to confidently take control of their workouts and build lean muscle at will.

Also, no more will men have to be satisfied with the chunky look. Some men do smash through their
plateaus and end up gaining muscle weight like crazy, but it comes with gaining fat as well. It's not hard to
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lose weight. However, to lose fat is hard, let alone lose fat while retaining your muscle. It's a commonly
known belief that cardio is the best way to cut fat. Having said this, you can't do cardio without losing
muscle mass as well. In "No-Nonsense Muscle Building", Vince includes a free report that he used to cut
over 20 pounds of fat in 16 weeks to prepare himself for a modelling competition. In "No-Nonsense Muscle
Building", Vince says that cardio can be one of the most effective ways to cut fat indirectly. Chiselled abs,
anyone?

Vince DelMonte's No-nonsense Muscle Building program is a comprehensive and effective program to
gain muscles. The only thing which can you stop you from gaining muscles fast is your laziness. And Vince
provides easy steps to overcome this and replace it with confidence. 

Anyone who is serious about building muscle owns themselves the opportunity this muscle building course
will give them. It is equally suited to both males and females. 

Read The Detailed Review of No Nonsense Muscle Building
http://www.fattoloss.com/muscle-and-fitness/no-nonsense-muscle-building-review/
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